
Archives & Archivists SIG Meeting

Wednesday, December 8, 2021; 3-4 p.m. MDT, on Zoom

Facilitators:
● Dylan McDonald and Jonathan Pringle (Co-Chairs)

Attendees: 15

Agenda Items

Land Acknowledgment? Link to Article in Anticipation of Discussion
There is new literature coming out that questions the value of a standard land acknowledgment,
i.e. doing so comes across as perfunctory or performative. The article discusses appropriate
places to do such acknowledgments, as well as argues for providing weight (actionable items)
behind them. The article suggests connecting the land acknowledgment to the specific event in
which people are gathered, and for an aspect of intent or restitution as part of the meeting. New
Mexico State University has a land acknowledgment statement, but it is quite broad and doesn’t
speak to specific jurisdictions. There are online resources that can help determine specific lands
and whose homelands they are connected to (Nativeland.org and native-land.ca). NMLA does not
have a land acknowledgment. Next steps for SIG: form a smaller group within the SIG to help craft
a new land acknowledgment statement (broad, statewide) that appears on all official documents
(agendas, minutes) from (and for) the SIG and reserve public statements when there is an aspect
of intentionality. Consider working with other SIGs (i.e. the Native American Libraries SIG) on this
effort. Jonathan asked for others to send an email if anybody is interested in working on this.

NMLA Follow-up and Collaborations with other SIGs
Following up from our last meeting where we collaborated with the Digital Collections SIG. We
identified a few areas of overlap with them and their work. Are there other NMLA SIGs where we
feel there are other collaborative opportunities? Perhaps invite representatives from other SIGs to
meet with us and discuss the work they do? A list of the other SIGs:

● Academic Libraries
● Advocacy for School Libraries
● Assessment & Statistics
● Bonds for Libraries
● Digital Collections
● Fundraising
● Government Information
● Local & Regional History
● Native American Libraries
● Open Access
● Public Library Directors

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/11/against-land-acknowledgements-native-american/620820/?fbclid=IwAR2TkB0Ye1uIlyCyhKV8ybR2Wka5ubD_WaqmJnIB3vveTJD1wztI_JY5vJg
https://nativegov.org/news/a-guide-to-indigenous-land-acknowledgment/
https://native-land.ca/


● Technical Services
Many of these SIGs, even in their names, offer opportunities to collaborate. In chat, Jenna feels as
though there is lots to learn from the other SIGs. Katie agrees and sees overlap in just about all of
them. Katie calls out school libraries in particular, and leveraging partnerships to help get children
familiar with historical materials. Dylan highlights Technical Services; Open Access; Local &
Regional History; and Fundraising; Assessment & Statistics; and Academic Libraries. Jonathan is
particularly interested in partnering with the Native American Libraries SIG and helping tribal
libraries who manage archival holdings. Jonathan proposes working with Dylan on reaching out to
the chairs of the SIGs on collaborative opportunities.

New Mexico Digital Collections/New Mexico Archives Online
We presently have two powerful resources that are FREE for institutions to tap into. We have
spent time discussing New Mexico Archives Online, but little time focusing on New Mexico Digital
Collections. Our SIG can do a better job promoting these two resources. Particular feedback for
NMDC is a lack of information on their website about how to contribute content. New institutions
don’t know how to participate, but existing institutions have better familiarity. A point of clarification
that NMDC is web-based and does not require institutions to have CONTENTdm. Another
workflow issue regarding who digitizes content (NMDC or each institution individually?) What
privileges does each institution have to work independently within NMDC? Another point of
clarification is that NMDC is really designed for a sampling of items from the physical/born digital
collections. Also, institutions are free to determine what a ‘collection’ is in NMDC, and that it can
mean a selection of materials from one particular unique grouping of materials OR a selection
from multiple different collections based on a specific topic or region. Another discussion about
contributing content from institutions that are located in multiple different states and that regional
locations in New Mexico should be encouraged to contribute content representative of that region.
Dylan will reach out to the administrators of NMDC (hosted at UNM) about some of the questions
that were raised in this discussion. Future projects could include a collaboration with the Digital
Collections SIG and creating unique collections (contributed from multiple institutions) in NMDC
focused around a specific topic.

Another resource available state-wide is/was the New Mexico Newspaper Project, a project that
ended as part of the National Digital Newspaper Program that was funded from 2010-2015.

Guest Speakers
Discussions around finding guest speakers for the SIG began when the SIG was first formed in
March of this year. Finding people who can provide professional development, etc. Jonathan and
Dylan are open to dedicating a portion of meeting--or an entire meeting--to providing space for a
guest speaker. Regina mentions an interest in the preservation of physical and electronic
materials, and perhaps working with the Digital Collections SIG on a guest speaker who can
speak to digital preservation. Jonathan mentions a project they are working on related to web
preservation. Jolene is very interested in making connections with Tribal Historic Preservation
Offices (THPOs). Getting direct guidance on the review and access to certain materials that have
cultural sensitivity concerns. There is a list of THPOs at the NM Dept. of Cultural Affairs website

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nm_newspapers/


(link here). Could we invite some of them to speak to our group, to help inform us about concerns
or share ideas they have? Jonathan loves that idea. Please follow up via the listserv or email with
other ideas about guest speakers.

Open Discussion/Year-end Review
● Regina was excited to share that a faculty member at ENMU recently used the archives for

a class assignment focused on community. One of the students was reviewing the annual
reports from one of the women’s clubs and got so excited that they requested (after hours)
to review all fifty years of annual reports and the associated scrapbooks. This coming year,
there will be outreach with K-12 (i.e. bookbinding) and other curricula design that Regina
will be working on.

● Dylan reports that next year there will be an event planned (end of January) for the 50 year
anniversary of the Rio Grande Historical Collections. There will be a new exhibit and
individuals connected to the collections will speak on their behalf throughout the year.

● Ryan introduced a new research portal at IAIA (link here). They have been working on this
since May 2020. There are over 56,000 records in the directory. It uses a platform
(Rediscovery Proficio) that uniquely brings art and archives together. The archives will
formally move into another building with the art collections in Summer 2022. Ryan would
appreciate feedback on the research portal. Jonathan asks about IAIA as a TCU, and
whether or not IAIA leadership has been talking about the White House executive order
released on Indigenous Peoples Day focused on strengthening TCUs. Ryan mentions that
their institution works with AIHEC (the American Indian Higher Education Consortium) and
the American Indian College Fund to deliver much of what the executive order states.

● Jonna welcomed the Poeh Cultural Center archives group, who came to visit with Jonna at
the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center. Mindy and two colleagues were part of the visit and they
had a great time. Jolene joined the group as well. It was great to get to know what
everyone is doing. Jonna will be going up to Poeh to see their facility. Jonna also reports
that the East New Mexico Historical Society is funded to support some short-term archival
work and that they will be in touch with Jonathan to help spread the word about those
opportunities.

● Jonathan and Dylan thanked everyone in the group for their involvement, and they look
forward to meeting again in the new year.

Next Meeting Information

Our meeting frequency is now BiMonthly (every other month). The next meeting will be
Wednesday, February 9, 3 p.m. Mountain Time

About the Archives & Archivists SIG
Our SIG aspires to be a Community of Practice: one that “grows out of a need for connecting with other
people who share the same issues, learning environment, and/or passion.” Our community is built on a
foundation of trust, respect, optimism, and intentionality. Please exercise these core tenets with other
members in all interactions, whether virtual or in real life.

http://www.nmhistoricpreservation.org/assets/files/tribal/NMHPD%20-%202021%20THPOs.pdf
https://research.iaia.edu
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/10/11/executive-order-on-the-white-house-initiative-on-advancing-educational-equity-excellence-and-economic-opportunity-for-native-americans-and-strengthening-tribal-colleges-and-universities/
http://www.aihec.org/
https://collegefund.org/
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